My road trip through America.
I would drive from Doncaster to Manchester and stay over night in a hotel. I would
then catch the plane from Manchester to Chicago.

We would visit the magnificent mile, to see
the cloud gate (or the bean as it is called) and
listen to an orchestra at millennium park.
Chicago is known as the windy city because
you get lots of wind off the big lake. You can
experience blues music here. Chicago is
famous for its deep-dish pizza, so we would
definitely get one of these!

From Chicago we would fly to Austin Texas. Austin’s motto is “keep Austin weird” it is a
crazy place so I will fit in there!! I am told it is extremely hot there. If you like rock
music you need to go to a famous street called 6th street where there is a band playing
in every single restaurant or pub (so that’s hundreds and hundreds of bands playing
each night).
We will then get a huge train called the Amtrack train to travel
across Texas. I am told the train was much bigger and more
comfortable than our trains and it had a restaurant and lounge
area.
We will then go to Fort Worth, which is an old
cowboy town, where we can see the long horn cows
being herded and go to a real rodeo. There will also
be lots of people dancing in a famous place called
Billy Bobs. We will also visit the Cowboy hall of
fame. Texas is famous for its big steaks so this is
what we will eat here!!

We will then then get back on the train and go back
to Austin and then fly to New Orleans where we will
see different music festivals which get played in the
streets. We would listen to brass bands and go to an
open front bar.

We would fly to Florida and go to Disney world. We would see
all the characters and have fun. We would go to a fantastic theme
park. We would then go to a wonderful water park.

We would then fly to Washington DC. I would take us all to the
Washington national cathedral. We would then go to the National
gallery of art. We would explore and see if there were any
paintings from the 1960s or the 1980s.

We would fly to New York. I would take us to the Pizza place on any
block because there are tons of pizza places. We would then go on a
tour and get busy! We would see a show that contains music.

We would fly to Michigan and go to Belle isle park. I would then take us
to Porcupine mountains (The mountains are shaped like a porcupine). We
would then go to Fort makinat and look at everything that is there.

We would then catch a bus to California, and we would go to Golden
gate park. I would take us all to Hurst Castle and we would discover
what people had in the olden days and faces in the olden days. We
would all go to the Science centre. We would do some science and
meet back outside the centre. We would hire a car and drive round
Beverly hills and see all the glamorous houses.

We would fly to Los Angeles and we would touch the Hollywood
stars-You might imagine it to be glamorous, wouldn’t you? It might
look a bit grubby and rough, but we will still have an amazing time.

After that, we would go Home. We would fly back to Manchester and find our cars.
We would go home, have our tea, get our PJ on and go to bed.

